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Module-I 

Preliminaries 

Reasons for studying concepts of Programming Languages: 

• Increased capacity to express ideas 

• Improved background for choosing appropriate languages 

• Increased ability to learn new languages 
• Better understanding of the significance of implementation 

• Better use of languages that are already known 
• Overall advancement of computing 

Programming Domains: 

Computers have been applied from controlling nuclear power plants to providing video games in 
mobile phones. Because of this great diversity in computer use, programming languages with 
very different goals have been developed. These are the few areas of computer applications and 
their associated languages. 

• Scientific Applications 
• Business Applications 
• Artificial Intelligence  

• Web Software 

Language Evaluation Criteria: 

1. Readability 
1.1. Overall Simplicity 
1.2. Orthogonality 
1.3. Data Types 
1.4. Syntax Design 

2. Writability 
2.1. Simplicity and Orthogonality 
2.2. Expressivity 

3. Reliability 
3.1. Type Checking 
3.2. Exception handling 
3.3. Aliasing 
3.4. Readability and Writability 

4. Cost 
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Readability: 
One of the most important criteria for judging a programming language is the ease with which 
programs can be read and understood. Maintenance was recognized as a major part of the cycle, 
particularly in terms of cost. Because ease of maintenance is determined in large part by the 
readability of programs, readability became an important measure of the quality of programs and 
programming languages. This was an important juncture in the evolution of programming 
languages. 
Overall Simplicity: 
The overall simplicity of a programming language strongly affects its readability. A language 
with a large number of basic constructs is more difficult to learn than one with a smaller number. 
Programmers who must use a large language often learn a subset of the language and ignore its 
other features. 
Orthogonality: 
Orthogonality in a programming language means that a relatively small set of primitive 
constructs can be combined in a relatively small number of ways to build the control and data 
structures of the language. Furthermore, every possible combination of primitives is legal and 
meaningful. For example, consider data types. Suppose a language has four primitive data types 
(integer, float, double, and character) and two type operators (array and pointer). If the two type 
operators can be applied to themselves and the four primitive data types, a large number of data 
structures can be defined. 
Data Types: 
The presence of adequate facilities for defining data types and data structures in a language is 
another significant aid to readability. For example, suppose a numeric type is used for an 
indicator flag because there is no Boolean type in the language. In such a language, we might 
have an assignment such as the following: 
timeOut = 1 
The meaning of this statement is unclear, whereas in a language that includes Boolean types, we 
would have the following: 
timeOut = true 
The meaning of this statement is perfectly clear. 
Syntax Design: 
The syntax, or form, of the elements of a language has a significant effect on the readability of 
programs. Some languages have used matching pairs of special words or symbols to form 
groups. C and its descendants use braces to specify compound statements. All of these languages 
have diminished readability because statement groups are always terminated in the same way, 
which makes it difficult to determine which group is being ended when an end or a right brace 
appears.  
Writability 
Writability is a measure of how easily a language can be used to create programs for a chosen 
problem domain. Most of the language characteristics that affect readability also affect 
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writability. This follows directly from the fact that the Influences on Language Design: process 
of writing a program requires the programmer frequently to reread the part of the program that is 
already written. 
Simplicity and Orthogonality: 
If a language has a large number of different constructs, some programmers might not be 
familiar with all of them. This situation can lead to a misuse of some features and a disuse of 
others that may be either more elegant or more efficient, or both, than those that are used. s. 
Therefore, a smaller number of primitive constructs and a consistent set of rules for combining 
them (that is, orthogonality) is much better than simply having a large number of primitives. A 
programmer can design a solution to a complex problem after learning only a simple set of 
primitive constructs. 
On the other hand, too much orthogonality can be a detriment to writability. Errors in programs 
can go undetected when nearly any combination of primitives is legal. This can lead to code 
absurdities that cannot be discovered by the compiler. 
Expressivity: 
It means that a language has relatively convenient, rather than cumbersome, ways of specifying 
computations. For example, in C, the notation count++ is more convenient and shorter than count 
= count + 1. Also, the and then Boolean operator in Ada is a convenient way of specifying 
short-circuit evaluation of a Boolean expression. The inclusion of the for statement in Java 
makes writing counting loops easier than with the use of while, which is also possible. All of 
these increase the writability of a language. 
Reliability: 
A program is said to be reliable if it performs to its specifications under all conditions. 
Type Checking: 
Type checking is simply testing for type errors in a given program, either by the compiler or 
during program execution. Type checking is an important factor in language reliability. Because 
run-time type checking is expensive, compile-time type checking is more desirable. Furthermore, 
the earlier errors in programs are detected, the less expensive it is to make the required repairs. 
The design of Java requires checks of the types of nearly all variables and expressions at compile 
time. This virtually eliminates type errors at run time in Java programs. 
Exception Handling: 
The ability of a program to intercept run-time errors (as well as other unusual conditions 
detectable by the program), take corrective measures, and then continue is an obvious aid to 
reliability. This language facility is called exception handling. Ada, C++, Java, and C# include 
extensive capabilities for exception handling. 
Aliasing: 
Loosely defined, aliasing is having two or more distinct names in a program that can be used to 
access the same memory cell. It is now generally accepted that aliasing is a dangerous feature in 
a programming language. Most programming languages allow some kind of aliasing—for 
example, two pointers (or references) set to point to the same variable, which is possible in most 
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languages. In such a program, the programmer must always remember that changing the value 
pointed to by one of the two changes the value referenced by the other.  
In some languages, aliasing is used to overcome deficiencies in the language’s data abstraction 
facilities. Other languages greatly restrict aliasing to increase their reliability. 
Readability and Writability: 
Both readability and writability influence reliability. A program written in a language that does 
not support natural ways to express the required algorithms will necessarily use unnatural 
approaches. Unnatural approaches are less likely to be correct for all possible situations. The 
easier a program is to write, the more likely it is to be correct. 
Readability affects reliability in both the writing and maintenance phases of the life cycle. 
Programs that are difficult to read are difficult both to write and to modify. 
Cost: 
The total cost of a programming language is a function of many of its characteristics. First, there 
is the cost of training programmers to use the language, which is a function of the simplicity and 
orthogonality of the language and the experience of the programmers. Although more powerful 
languages are not necessarily more difficult to learn, they often are. 
Second, there is the cost of writing programs in the language. This is a function of the writability 
of the language, which depends in part on its closeness in purpose to the particular application. 
The original efforts to design and implement high-level languages were driven by the desire to 
lower the costs of creating software. 
Third, there is the cost of compiling programs in the language. A major impediment to the early 
use of Ada was the prohibitively high cost of running the first-generation Ada compilers. This 
problem was diminished by the appearance of improved Ada compilers. 
Fourth, the cost of executing programs written in a language is greatly influenced by that 
language’s design. A language that requires many run-time type checks will prohibit fast code 
execution, regardless of the quality of the compiler. Although execution efficiency was the 
foremost concern in the design of early languages, it is now considered to be less important. 
Influences on Language Design: 

• Computer Architecture 
• Programming Design Methodologies 

Language Categories: 

Imperative: The language provides statements, such as assignment statements, which explicitly 
change the state of the memory of the computer. 

Functional: In this paradigm we express computations as the evaluation of mathematical 
functions. 

Logic: In this paradigm we express computation in exclusively in terms of mathematical logic 
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Object-Oriented: In this paradigm we associate behaviour with data-structures called " objects " 
which belong to classes which are usually structured into a hierarchy. 

The Imperative Paradigm: 

Languages which reflect this paradigm recognise the fact computers have re-usable memory that 
can change state. So they are characterised by statements, which affect the state of the machine, 
for example. 

 x := x+1  

This can only be understood mathematically by associating a sequence of values with x let us 
say x1, x2,..., where xt denotes the value the variable x has at some time t. Thus the above 
statement can be translated into mathematics as 

xt+1 = xt + 1 

It gets increasingly hard to do as the state-changes get ever more complex (e.g. by assigning to 
data-structure components). However imperative languages can relatively easily be translated 
into efficient machine-code, and so are usually considered to be highly efficient. Many people 
also find the imperative paradigm to be a more natural way of expressing themselves. 

The Functional Paradigm 

In this we emphasise the idea of computation as being about evaluating 
mathematical functions combined in expressions. While all languages try to provide a 
representation of basic functions like addition, functional languages support a functional way of 
expressing computations on large and complex structures, although some such as Scheme also 
have imperative features. In a pure functional language a mathematical identity like: 

         fred(x) + fred(x) = 2*fred(x) 

should hold. The primary motivation of writing functionally is to develop programs whose 
behaviour can easily be analysed mathematically, and in any case is easy to predict and 
understand. 

However it has been difficult to design languages under the functional paradigm which produce 
programs which run as fast as under the imperative paradigm. With the high performance of 
modern computers, this matters less for many applications than the ability to 
write correct programs. The functional paradigm is hard to implement efficiently because if a 
storage location is once used to hold a value it is not obvious when it can be re-used - a computer 
running a program using the functional paradigm can spend a lot of effort determining the 
reusability of store. 
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The Logic Paradigm 

While the functional paradigm emphasises the idea of a mathematical function, the logic 
paradigm focusses on predicate logic, in which the basic concept is a relation. Logic languages 
are useful for expressing problems where it is not obvious what the functions should be. Thus, 
for example where people are concerned, it is natural to use relations. 

For example consider the uncle relationship: a given person can have many uncles, and a another 
person can be uncle to many nieces and nephews. 

Let us consider now how we can define the brother relation in terms of simpler relations and 
properties father, mother, male. Using the Prolog logic language one can say: 

 

    brother(X,Y)      /* X is the brother of Y                    */ 

        :-            /* if there are two people F and M for which*/ 

        father(F,X),  /*          F is the father of X            */ 

        father(F,Y),  /*    and   F is the father of Y            */ 

        mother(M,X),  /*    and   M is the mother of X            */ 

        mother(M,Y),  /*    and   M is the mother of Y            */ 

        male(X).      /*    and   X is male                       */ 

That is X is the brother of Y if they have the same father and mother and X is male. Here ":-" 
stands for logical implication (written right to left). 

Mathematical logic has always had an important role in computation, since boolean logic is the 
basis of the design of the logic circuits which form the basis of any computer. In the logic 
paradigm we make use of a more advanced construct, namely predicate logic, to give us 
languages of enhanced expressive power. 

The Object-Oriented Paradigm 

The Object Oriented paradigm (often written O-O) focusses on the objects that a program is 
representing, and on allowing them to exhibit "behaviour". This is contrasted with the typical 
approach in the imperative paradigm, in which one typically thinks of operating 
on data with procedures. In the imperative paradigm typically the data are passive, the 
procedures are active. In the O-O paradigm, data is combined with procedures to give objects, 
which are thereby rendered active. For example in the imperative paradigm, one would write a 
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procedure which prints the various kinds of object in the program. In the O-O paradigm, each 
object has a print-method, and you "tell" an object to print itself. 

It is however possible to use certain non object-oriented languages to write object-oriented 
programs. What is required is the ability to create data-structures that contain machine code, or 
pointers to machine code. This is possible in the C language and in most functional languages 
(where functions are represented as as code). 

Objects belong to classes. Typically, all the objects in a given class will have the same kinds of 
behaviour. 

Classes are usually arranged in some kind of class hierarchy. This hierarchy can be thought of as 
representing a "kind of" relation. For example, a computational model of the University might 
need a class person to represent the various people who make up the University. A sub-class 
of person might be a student; students are a kind of person. Another sub-class might 
be professor. Both students and professors can exhibit the same kinds of behaviour, since they 
are both people. They both eat drink and sleep, for example. But there are kinds of behaviour that 
are distinctive: professors pontificate for example. 

Implementation Methods: 

Compilation: 

Programming languages can be implemented by any of three general methods. At one extreme, 
programs can be translated into machine language, which can be executed directly on the 
computer. This method is called a compiler implementation and has the advantage of very fast 
program execution, once the translation process is complete. Most production implementations 
of languages, such as C, COBOL, and C++, are by compilers. 

The language that a compiler translates is called the source language. The process of 
compilation and program execution takes place in several phases, the most important of which 
are shown in Figure below. 

The lexical analyzer gathers the characters of the source program into lexical units. The lexical 
units of a program are identifiers, special words, operators, and punctuation symbols. The lexical 
analyzer ignores comments in the source program because the compiler has no use for them. 

The syntax analyzer takes the lexical units from the lexical analyzer and uses them to construct 
hierarchical structures called parse trees. These parse trees represent the syntactic structure of 
the program. In many cases, no actual parse tree structure is constructed; rather, the information 
that would be required to build a tree is generated and used directly.  

The intermediate code generator produces a program in a different language, at an intermediate 
level between the source program and the final output of the compiler: the machine language 
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program. Intermediate languages sometimes look very much like assembly languages, and in 
fact, sometimes are actual assembly languages. In other cases, the intermediate code is at a level 
somewhat higher than an assembly language. The semantic analyzer is an integral part of the 
intermediate code generator. The semantic analyzer checks for errors, such as type errors, that 
are difficult, if not impossible, to detect during syntax analysis. 

 

Optimization, which improves programs (usually in their intermediate code version) by making 
them smaller or faster or both. Because many kinds of optimization are difficult to do on 
machine language, most optimization is done on the intermediate code. 

The code generator translates the optimized intermediate code version of the program into an 
equivalent machine language program. 

The symbol table serves as a database for the compilation process. The primary contents of the 
symbol table are the type and attribute information of each user-defined name in the program. 
This information is placed in the symbol table by the lexical and syntax analyzers and is used by 
the semantic analyzer and the code generator. 
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Pure Interpretation: 

With this approach, programs are interpreted by another program called an interpreter, with no 
translation whatever. The interpreter program acts as a software simulation of a machine whose 
fetch-execute cycle deals with high-level language program statements rather than machine 
instructions. This software simulation obviously provides a virtual machine for the language. 

Pure interpretation has the advantage of allowing easy implementation of many source-level 
debugging operations, because all run-time error messages can refer to source-level units. For 
example, if an array index is found to be out of range, the error message can easily indicate the 
source line of the error and the name of the array. On the other hand, this method has the serious 
disadvantage that execution is 10 to 100 times slower than in compiled systems.  

Disadvantage of pure interpretation is that it often requires more space. In addition to the source 
program, the symbol table must be present during interpretation.  

Hybrid Implementation Systems: 

Some language implementation systems are a compromise between compilers and pure 
interpreters; they translate high-level language programs to an intermediate language designed to 
allow easy interpretation. This method is faster than pure interpretation because the source 
language statements are decoded only once. Such implementations are called hybrid 
implementation systems. 

Preprocessors: 

A preprocessor is a program that processes a program just before the program is compiled. 
Preprocessor instructions are embedded in programs. The preprocessor is essentially a macro 
expander. Preprocessor instructions are commonly used to specify that the code from another file 
is to be included. For example, the C preprocessor instruction 

#include "myLib.h"  

causes the preprocessor to copy the contents of myLib.h into the program at the position of the 
#include. 

Programming Environments: 

A programming environment is the collection of tools used in the development of software. This 
collection may consist of only a file system, a text editor, a linker, and a compiler. Or it may 
include a large collection of integrated tools, each accessed through a uniform user interface. In 
the latter case, the development and maintenance of software is greatly enhanced. Therefore, the 
characteristics of a programming language are not the only measure of the software development 
capability of a system. We now briefly describe several programming environments. 
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Module-II 

Types: Data Representation 

Types: 

Values and their Types: 

Values held in machine location can be classified into basic types such as integers, characters, 
reals and Booleans. In addition to basic types, languages support constructed or structured types 
that are built up from simpler types. 

Type Expressions: 

A type expression describes how a data representation is built up. For example, 

array [0..99] of char 

Types can be used to 

• represent data objects 
• lay out values in the underlying machine 

• check that operators are applied properly within expressions 

Basic Types: 

Values associated with basic types can be used freely and efficiently in imperative languages. 
They can be compared for equality, they can appear on the right side of assignment statements 
and they can be passed as parameters. 

Enumerations: 

An enumeration is a finite sequence of names written between parentheses. For example, 

type day = <Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri, Sat, Sun>; 

makes day an enumeration with seven elements. 

The basic type Boolean is treated as predeclared enumeration 

type boolean = <true, false>; 

Similarly, char is treated as an enumeration determined by the instruction set of machine. 

Widely used ASCII character set has 128 elements. 

The elements of an enumeration are ordered. i.e., 
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Mon < Tue < . . . < Sun 

Integers and Reals: 

The values associated with the basic types integers and real are determined by the underlying 
machine, with the largest and smallest numbers determined primarily by the number of bits in a 
machine word. The supported integer values are between –Maxint and Maxint, where Maxint is a 
predefined constant for an implementation. 

Subranges: 

Subranges are a special case of basic types because they restrict the range of values of an 
existing type. An example is the subrange 0 .. 99, which restricts attention to the integer values o 
through 99. The value of the underlying type must be integers or they must be of some 
enumerated type, subranges of reals are not permitted. 

The syntax of a subrange in Pascal is 

<constant1> .. <constant2> 

where <constant1> and <constant2> are of the same type and <constant1> is less than or equal to 
<constant2>. The values in the subrange denoted by 

low .. high 

are low, low+1, …, high, if low and high are integers. 

Subranges are typically used for array bounds. 

Arrays: Sequence of Elements: 

Array is a data structure that holds a sequence of elements of the same type. 

A[i] � ith element of array that can be quickly accessed for any value of i at runtime 

Note: i is often integer, but does not need to be 

Array Types: 

An array type specifies the index of the first and last elements of the array and the type of all the 
elements. 

index of first element � lower bound 

index of last element � upper bound 

An array type has the form 
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array [<simple>] of <type> 

where <type> gives the type of array elements and [<simple>] specifies the lower and upper 
bounds 

For example in Pascal: 

array [200..250] of real 

array [<Mon, Tue, Wed, Thu, Fri>] of integer 

array [char] of token 

Array Layout:  

The layout of an array determines the machine address of an element A[i] relative to the address 
of first element. 

Relative Addresses: 

var A : array [low .. high] of T 

Let w be the width of each array element. 

If A[low] begins at location base then A[low+1] begins at base + w, A[low+2] at base + 2 * w 
and so on. 

Efficient Address Computation: 

The addresses of an array element can be computed in two parts. 

(i) A part that can be precomputed as soon as the array is declared 

(ii) A part that has to be computed at runtime because it depends on the value of an array 
subscript. 

The address of A[i] can be expressed as i*w + (base – low * w) 

where i*w has to be computed at run time and (base – low * w) can be precomputed. 

In C, the first element is the zeroth element; so low=0. Hence formula becomes i*w + base. 

The subexpression (base – low * w) can be precomputed and stored, say c. 

The address of A[i] can be computed as i* w + c  

Layout of Arrays of Arrays: 

Arrays of arrays can be defined as: 
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var M : array [1 .. 3] of [1 .. 2] of integer 

M[1]    M[2]    M[3] 

M[1,1]  M[1,2]  M[2,1]  M[2,2]  M[3,1]  M[3,2] 

Row-major layout 

If we write M[i][j] as mij then M[1], M[2] and M[3] can be viewed as the rows of the following 

matrix:��11 �12�21 �22�31 �32� 
A formula for the address of A[i1][i 2] is 

i1 * w1 + i2 * w2 + (base – low1 * w1 – low2 * w2)      (1) 

Again, precomputation of (base – low1 * w1 – low2 * w2) = d reduces the run time address 
computation of (1) to 

i1 * w1 + i2 * w2 + d 

Array Bounds and Storage Allocation: 

Algol 60 allowed array bounds to be specified by expressions 

var A : array [ (if c < 0 then 2 else 1) .. 20 ] of integer; 

Here bounds of array A depends on value of c. If the value of c is known at compile time then 
the array bounds can be computed at compile time otherwise it is done dynamically at run time. 

Storage allocation for the value and variables in a procedure or function is done when the 
function is called. i.e., when control enters the procedure. For example, the function getnum 
declares a variable value and storage for value is allocated afresh each time the function is called: 

 function getnum :  integer; 

  var value :  integer; 

 begin 

  value := 0; 

  repeat   

   value := value * 10 + ord(ch) – ord(‘0’); 

   getch 
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  until (ch < ‘0’) or (ch > ‘9’) 

  getnum := value; 

 end; 

Separating Layout from Allocation: 

Array layout in C is done statically at compile time. Storage allocation is usually done upon 
procedure entry. It is done statically if the keyword static  appears before a variable 
declaration. 

An array is called static if both layout and allocation are done statically. The following C 
procedure produce declares two arrays, buffer  and temp . 

int produce() 

{ 

 static char buffer[128]; 

 char temp[128]; 

 . . . 

} 

The keyword static identifies buffer as a static array, so its storage is allocated at compile time 
and its elements retain their values across calls of produce. Storage for array temp is allocated 
afresh each time control enters procedure produce. 

Pascal does not allow static arrays. 

Static and Dynamic Array Bounds: 

Static evaluation: Array bounds are computed at compile time. Pascal allows bounds like  

[xmin .. xmax] where xmin and xmax are constants. C allows constant expressions. 

Evaluation upon procedure entry: In Algol 60, array bounds were computed when control 
entered a procedure. 

Dynamic Evaluation: In C++, an expression of the form new char[size] can be evaluated at any 
time. It uses the current value of size at run time to allocate an array of size elements, with lower 
bound 0 and upper bound size-1. 
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Array Values and Initialization: 

An array initializer is a sequence of values for array elements. Initializers can be used only in 
declarations to initialize an array variable. For example, 

int coin[] = {1, 2, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100}; 

Since array bound is not specified, the size of array coin is taken from the number of elements on 
the right side. i.e., 7 (from coin[0] to coin[6]) 

Records: Named Fields: 

Records allow variables relevant to an object to be grouped together and treated as one unit. 

A record type with k fields can have the following form: 

record 

<name1> : <type 1>; 

<name2> : <type 2>; 

. . . 

<namek> : <type k>; 

end 

Here <namei> is the name of field i and <typei> is the type of field i.  

The type complex in the following declaration is a record to fields, re and im 

type complex =  record 

re: real; 

im: real;  

end; 

Declarations of fields with the same type can be combined, as in the following where the fields 
re and im are declared together to have type real: 

type complex =  record 

re, im : real;  

end; 

A change in the order of the fields of a record should have no effect on the meaning of a program 
because the fields are accessed by name, not by relative position, as in an array. 

A Variable Declaration Allocates Storage  

Once a record type is declared, it can be used in a variable declaration, as in 
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var x, y, z : complex; 

The variables x, y, and z, have storage associated with them; the layout of this storage is 
determined by the type complex. 

Operations on Records:  
If expression E denotes a record with a field named f, then the field itself is denoted by E.f. 
Expression E.f has both a location and a value. In 

z.re :=x.re + y.re 

the sum of the values of fields x.re and y.re is placed in the location of z.re.. 

Pascal allows record assignment. i.e.,, all of the fields in a record can be assigned component-
wise, as in 

x := y  

This assignment sets x.re to y.re and x.im to y.im. 

Component Types: 

An array is a homogeneous collection of elements; that is, all elements have the same type. So, 
the type of A[i] is known at compile time, even though the actual element denoted by A[i] 
depends on the value of i at run time.  

A record is a heterogeneous collection of elements; that is, each element can have a different 
type. Record components are selected by names that are known at compile time, so the type of 
the selected component is also known at compile time. The name f in an expression E.f uniquely 
determines a field, so the type of E.f is the type of the field named f.  

Layout and Component Selection:  

An array is a homogeneous collection, so each element occupies the same amount of space. If 
each element occupies w locations, then the storage for A[2] begins w locations after that for 
A[1], the space for A[3] begins 2 * w locations after that for A[1], and so on.  

A record is a heterogeneous collection, so each field can have a different type and can occupy a 
different amount of space. Field selection is known at compile time, so the space for a field can 
be anywhere; it need not be next to the space for other fields in the same record. Allocation and 
deallocation is easier if space for the fields is contiguous.  

Unions and Variant Records: 

Records are for representing objects with common properties; all records of the same type have 
the same fields in common. Variant records are for representing objects that have some but not 
all properties in common. 

A union is a special case of a variant record, with an empty common part. 
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Variant records have a part common to all records of that type, and a variant part specific to 
some subset of the records. Before introducing syntax for variant records, we consider an 
example 

Example 4.4 

Consider the nodes in the following expression tree: 

 

 

and 

 

      ≥ not 

       

          x       0    p 

 

Such nodes can be classified into those for variables, constants, binary operators, and unary 
operators. All nodes have some common properties; however, they can have different numbers 
of children. Nodes for variables and constants have no children, nodes for binary operators have 
two children, and nodes for unary operators have one child. 

Variant records for nodes with zero, one, or two children can be represented as shown in figure 
below. There is a common fixed part, shown here as consisting of two fields, C1, and C2. An 
optional tag field k is used to distinguish between variants. The variant part corresponds to nodes 
with zero, one, or two children. 

 
FIXED PART 

TAG 
FIELD 

VARIANT PART 
 

 

 c1 c2 k    

 

 c1 c2 k child   

 

 c1 c2 k lchild rchild  

 

Figure: A layout for a variant record for nodes with zero, one or two children 

 

Unions are used to view the same data item in different ways. The following example in C shows 
how a 16-bit register AX comprises to two 8-bit registers AH and AL. 

struct WORDREGS 

{ 
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 unsigned int ax; 

 unsigned int bx; 

 unsigned int cx; 

unsigned int dx; 

unsigned int si; 

unsigned int di; 

unsigned int cflag; 

}; 

struct BYTEREGS 

{ 

 unsigned char a1, ah; 

 unsigned char b1, bh; 

 unsigned char c1, ch; 

 unsigned char d1, dh; 

}; 

Union of two structures provide access to WORDREGS or BYTEREGS defined as 

union REGS 

{ 

 struct WORDREGS x; 

struct BYTEREGS h; 

}; 

union REGS reg  can access all registers by reg.h.ah  and the AX register by reg.x.ax . 

Layout of variant Records: 

We use the following syntax to explore the layout of variant parts within a record. 

case <tag-name> : <type-name> of 

 <constant 1> : (<field 1>); 

<constant 2> : (<field 2>); 

  . . . 

<constantv> : (<field v>); 

In Pascal, a variant part appears after the fixed part of a record. 

The constants in the syntax 

<constant 1>, <constant 2>,. . ., <constant v> 

correspond to distinct state of the variant part, each state has its own field layout. The state 
depends on the constant stored in a special field, called a tag field, with tagname and typename. 
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The record type node below has three states corresponding to the layouts in fig above. Fields c1 
and c2 are the common fixed part of the type node. The tag field k, of type kind, an enumeration 
with three elements, corresponding to three kinds of nodes.   

  

type kind = (leaf, unary, binary); 

 node=record 

  c1 T 1; 

  c2 T 2; 

  case k : kind of 

   leaf : (); 

   unary : (child T 3); 

   binary : (lchild, rchild : T 4); 

 end;  

Thespace reserved for a variant part is just enough to hold the fields in the largest variant. 

k has value leaf � variant empty 

k has value unary � variant part has one field child 

k has value binary � variant part has two fields lchild and rchild 

Variant record compromise type safety. 

Sets: 

Sets can be implemented efficiently using bits in the underlying machine. It provides a type 
constructor set of for building set types from enumerations and subranges. 

Set Values: 

A set is written in Pascal by writing its elements between the set of brackets [ and ]. For 
example, 

[ ] 

[‘0’ . . ‘9’] 

[‘a’ . . ‘z’, ‘A’ . . ‘Z’] 

[Mon . . Sun] 

[‘+’, ‘-’, ‘*’, ‘/’, ‘(’, ‘)’, ‘;’] 

Set Types: 

The type set of S represents subset of S. For example, 

var A :  set of [1 .. 3] 

A can denote one of the following sets: 

[ ], [1], [2], [3], [1,2], [2,3], [1,3], [1,2,3] 

Since these are all subsets of [1,2,3]. 
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Operations on Sets: 

The basic operation on a set is membership test. The operation in tests if an element x belongs to 
a set A. 

Bitwise Operations: 

A + B  set union A ∪ B 

A – B  set difference A – B = {x | x ∈ A and x ∉ B} 

A * B  set intersection A ∩ B 

A / B  symmetric difference (A - B) ∪ (B - A) 

Sets can be compared using relational operators ≤, =, ≠, ≥ where ≤ is interpreted as a subset and 
≥ is interpreted as a superset. Note, the operations < and > are not allowed. 

Consider the following program. 

if ch  in [‘+’,‘-’,‘*’,‘/’,‘(’,‘)’,‘;’]  then begin 

 lookhead := tok[ch] 

 ch := ‘ ’ 

end 

else if ch  in [‘0’, .. ‘9’]  then begin 

. . . 

lookhead := number 

end 

Pointers: Efficiency and Dynamic Allocation 

A pointer type is a value that provides indirect access to elements of a known type. Pointers are 
used as follows: 

Efficiency: Rather than move or copy a large data structure in memory, it is more efficient to 
move or copy a pointer to the data structure. 

Dynamic Data: Data structures that grow or shrink during execution can be implemented using 
records and pointers. 

Pointer Types: 

A pointer type in Pascal has the form 

↑ <type-name> 

where type-name can be used to give a name to any desired type. 

For example, 

type link = ↑ cell; 

link can be declared before cell and then used within declaration of cell. 

Operations on Pointers: 

The basic operation on pointer is dereferencing, written in Pascal as a postfix ↑. 
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The symbol ↑ in Pascal acts as a prefix operator in pointer types and as a postfix dereferencing 
operator in expression. The type ↑T denotes “pointer to T”. The expression P↑ denotes the object 
pointed to by p. 

new(p) � Data structure of Type T created in Pascal where p is of type pointer to T. 

dispose(p) � storage space deallocated which is pointed by pointer p. 

Special pointer nil corresponds to a pointer that does not point to anything. It can be assigned 
value of any pointer type. 

Assignment: Assignments are permitted between the pointers of same type. 

Equality Testing: The equality relation = tests if two pointers of the same type point to the same 
data structure. ≠ test is also allowed. 

Dangling Pointers: 

Dangling pointers are pointers that do not point to a valid object of the appropriate type. This 
arises due to object destruction, when an object that has incoming reference is deleted or 
deallocated without modifying the value of the pointer. If the program then dereferences 
dangling pointer, unpredictable behavior may result, as memory may now contain completely 
different data. 

Types and Error Checking: 

Variable bindings: The type of a variable: 

The language design determines whether a variable has fixed type. In Pascal and C, the type of 
variable is fixed though its value may be changed during run time. 

A variable binding associates a property with a variable. 

For example, x = 3.14 is a binding that associates the value 3.14 with x. 

A binding is static if it occurs at compile time. This is also known as early binding. 

A binding is dynamic if it occurs at run time. This is also known as late binding. 

Type Systems: The Type of an Expression: 

A type system for a language is a set of rules for associating a type with expressions in the 
language. A type system rejects an expression if it does not associate a type with an expression. 

The rules of a type system specify the proper usage of each operator in the language. 

Basic Rules of Type Checking: 

When a function from set A to set B is applied to an element of set A, the result is an element of 
set B. 

Arithmetic Operators: 

Arithmetic operators are functions. Associated with each operator op is a rule that specifies the 
type of an expression E op F in terms of the types E and F. For example, 

If E and F have type int, then 

E + F also has type int 
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Overloading: Multiple Meanings 

Familiar operators like + and * are overloaded. i.e., these symbols have different meaning in 
different contexts. For example + is used for both integer and real addition. So, it has two 
possible types. 

if E has type int and F has type int, then 

E + F has also type int 

if E has type real and F has type real, then 

E + F has also type real 

Coercion: Implicit Type Conversion 

Coercion is a conversion from one type to another, inserted automatically by a programming 
language. In 2 * 3.142 the integer 2 is coerced to a real before the multiplication is done. 

Polymorphism: 

Polymorphism means one function having many forms. Data structures like stacks and queues 
can be defined to hold values of any type. So, we can define stack of integers, stack of grammar 
symbols and so on. 

Type Names and Type Equivalence: 

If variables x, y and z are declared as follows, are their types equal? 

x, y : array [0 . . 9] of integer 

z     : array [0 . . 9] of integer 

In Pascal, x and y have the same type, because they are declared together, but z does not. 

In the corresponding C fragments, x, y and z all have the same type. 

Structural Equivalence: 

Two type expressions are structurally equivalent if and only if they are equivalent under the 
following three rules: 

1. A type name is structurally equivalent to itself. 

2. Two types are structurally equivalent if they are formed by applying the same type 
constructor to structurally equivalent types. 

3. After a type declaration, type n = T, the type name n is structurally equivalent to T. 

By these rules, the types char and char are structurally equivalent and so are the type names S 
and T: 

type S = array [0 . . 99] of char; 

type T = array [0 . . 99] of char; 

Type safe Programs: 

A program that executes without type errors is said to be type safe. 
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Static Type Checking: 

Static type checking is the process of verifying the type safety of a program based on analysis of 
a program's text (source code). If a program passes a static type checker, then the program is 
guaranteed to satisfy some set of type safety properties for all possible inputs. 

Dynamic Type Checking: 

Dynamic type checking is the process of verifying the type safety of a program at runtime. 
Implementations of dynamically type-checked languages generally associate each runtime object 
with a type tag containing its type information. Extra code is inserted into the program for 
dynamic type checking. It takes both time and space. So, it is less efficient than static type 
checking. 

Scope: 

One of the important factors in understanding variables is scope. The scope of a variable is the 
range of statements in which the variable is visible. A variable is visible in a statement if it can 
be referenced or assigned in that statement. 

The scope rules of a language determine how a particular occurrence of a name is associated 
with a variable, or in the case of a functional language, how a name is associated with an 
expression.  

A variable is local in a program unit or block if it is declared there. The nonlocal variables of a 
program unit or block are those that are visible within the program unit or block but are not 
declared there. 

Static Scoping (Lexical Scoping): 

Static scoping or Lexical Scoping is the scoping where the scope of a variable can be statically 
determined—that is, prior to execution. This permits a human program reader (and a compiler) to 
determine the type of every variable in the program simply by examining its source code. 

There are two categories of static-scoped languages:  

(i) Those in which subprograms can be nested, which creates nested static scopes,  

(ii) Those in which subprograms cannot be nested.  

Ada, JavaScript, Common Lisp, Scheme, Fortran 2003+, F#, and Python allow nested 
subprograms, but the C-based languages do not. 

Consider the following example: 
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begin 
integer m, n; 
 
procedure hardy; 

begin 
     print("in hardy -- n = ", n); 
     end; 
 
procedure laurel(n: integer); 
     begin 
     print("in laurel -- m = ", m); 
     print("in laurel -- n = ", n); 
     hardy; 

end; 
 

 m := 50; 
 n := 100; 
 print("in main program -- n = ", n); 
 laurel(1); 
 hardy; 
 end; 

 
The output is: 
in main program -- n = 100 
in laurel -- m = 50 
in laurel -- n = 1 
in hardy -- n = 100    /* note that here hardy is called from laurel */ 
in hardy -- n = 100    /* here hardy is called from the main program */ 
Blocks can be nested an arbitrary number of levels deep. 
Static Scoping with Nested Procedures: 
begin 
 integer m, n; 
 procedure laurel(n: integer); 
  begin 
 
     procedure hardy; 
      begin 
          print("in hardy -- n = ", n); 
          end; 
 
     print("in laurel -- m = ", m); 
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     print("in laurel -- n = ", n); 
     hardy; 
     end; 
 
 m := 50; 
 n := 100; 
 print("in main program -- n = ", n); 
 laurel(1); 
 /* can't call hardy from the main program any more  */ 
 end; 

The output is: 
in main program -- n = 100 
in laurel -- m = 50 
in laurel -- n = 1 
in hardy -- n = 1  

Block: 

Many languages allow new static scopes to be defined in the midst of executable code. This 
allows a section of code to have its own local variables whose scope is minimized. Their storage 
is allocated when the section is entered and deallocated when the section is exited. Such a section 
of code is called a block. Blocks provide the origin of the phrase block-structured language. 

The C-based languages allow any compound statement (a statement sequence surrounded by 
matched braces) to have declarations and thereby define a new scope. Such compound 
statements are called blocks. For example, if list were an integer array, one could write the 
following: 

 
if (list[i] < list[j])  
{ 

int temp; 
temp = list[i]; 
list[i] = list[j]; 
list[j] = temp; 

} 

The scopes created by blocks, which could be nested in larger blocks, are treated exactly like 
those created by subprograms. References to variables in a block that are not declared there are 
connected to declarations by searching enclosing scopes (blocks or subprograms) in order of 
increasing size. 
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Consider the following skeletal C function: 

void sub()  

{ 
int count; 

. . . 
while (. . .)  

{ 
int count;//legal in C, C++, but illegal in Java, C# 

count++; 
. . . 

} 
. . . 

} 

The reference to count in the while loop is to that loop’s local count. In this case, the count of 
sub is hidden from the code inside the while loop. In general, a declaration for a variable 
effectively hides any declaration of a variable with the same name in a larger enclosing scope. 
Note that this code is legal in C and C++ but illegal in Java and C#. The designers of Java and 
C# believed that the reuse of names in nested blocks was too error prone to be allowed. 

Global Scope: 

Definitions outside functions in a file create global variables, which potentially can be visible to 
those functions. 

C and C++ have both declarations and definitions of global data. Declarations specify types and 
other attributes but do not cause allocation of storage. Definitions specify attributes and cause 
storage allocation. For a specific global name, a C program can have any number of compatible 
declarations, but only a single definition.  

A declaration of a variable outside function definitions specifies that the variable is defined in a 
different file. A global variable in C is implicitly visible in all subsequent functions in the file, 
except those that include a declaration of a local variable with the same name. A global variable 
that is defined after a function can be made visible in the function by declaring it to be external, 
as in the following: 

extern int sum; 

In C99, definitions of global variables usually have initial values. Declarations of global 
variables never have initial values. If the declaration is outside function definitions, it need not 
include the extern qualifier. 
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In C++, a global variable that is hidden by a local with the same name can be accessed using the 
scope operator (::). For example, if x is a global that is hidden in a function by a local named x, 
the global could be referenced as :: x. 

The visibility rules for global variables in Python are unusual. They are implicitly declared when 
they appear as the targets of assignment statements. A global variable can be referenced in a 
function, but a global variable can be assigned in a function only if it has been declared to be 
global in the function. Consider the following examples: 

 
day = "Monday" 
def tester(): 

print "The global day is:", day 

tester() 

The output of this script, because globals can be referenced directly in functions, is as follows: 

The global day is: Monday 

The following script attempts to assign a new value to the global day: 

day = "Monday" 
def tester(): 

print "The global day is:", day 

day = "Tuesday" 
print "The new value of day is:", day 

tester() 

This script creates an UnboundLocalError error message, because the assignment to day in the 
second line of the body of the function makes day a local variable, which makes the reference to 
day in the first line of the body of the function an illegal forward reference to the local. 

The assignment to day can be to the global variable if day is declared to be global at the 
beginning of the function. This prevents the assignment to day from creating a local variable. 
This is shown in the following script: 

day = "Monday" 
def tester(): 

global day 
print "The global day is:", day 
day = "Tuesday" 
print "The new value of day is:", day 
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tester() 

The output of this script is as follows 

The global day is: Monday 
The new value of day is: Tuesday 

Functions can be nested in Python. Variables defined in nesting functions are accessible in a 
nested function through static scoping, but such variables must be declared nonlocal in the 
nested function. All names defined outside function definitions in F# are globals. Their scope 
extends from their definitions to the end of the file. Declaration order and global variables are 
also issues in the class and member declarations in object-oriented languages.  

Advantages of Static Scoping: 

1. Programs in static-scoped languages are easier to read 
2. Programs in static-scoped languages are more reliable 
3. Programs in static-scoped languages execute faster than equivalent programs in dynamic-

scoped languages.  

Disadvantages of Static Scoping: 

1. It allows more access to both variables and subprograms than is necessary. 
2. There is a problem related to program evolution. Software is highly dynamic—programs that 

are used regularly continually change. These changes often result in restructuring, thereby 
destroying the initial structure that restricted variable and subprogram access in a static-
scoped language.  

Dynamic Scoping: 

The scope of variables in APL, SNOBOL4, and the early versions of Lisp is dynamic. Perl and 
Common Lisp also allow variables to be declared to have dynamic scope, although the default 
scoping mechanism in these languages is static. Dynamic scoping is based on the calling 
sequence of subprograms, not on their spatial relationship to each other. Thus, the scope can be 
determined only at run time. 

Consider the following example: 

begin 
integer m, n; 
 
procedure hardy; 
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begin 
     print("in hardy -- n = ", n); 
     end; 
 
procedure laurel(n: integer); 
     begin 
     print("in laurel -- m = ", m); 
     print("in laurel -- n = ", n); 
     hardy; 

end; 
 

 m := 50; 
 n := 100; 
 print("in main program -- n = ", n); 
 laurel(1); 
 hardy; 
 end; 

 
The output is: 
in main program -- n = 100 
in laurel -- m = 50 
in laurel -- n = 1 
in hardy -- n = 1    ;; NOTE DIFFERENCE -- here hardy is called from laurel  
in hardy -- n = 100  ;; here hardy is called from the main program  

Advantages of Dynamic Scoping: 

Advantages: The only advantage of dynamic scoping is writability. It is more convenient and it 
provides more flexibility than static scoping. For example, in some cases, some parameters 
passed from one subprogram to another are variables that are defined in the caller. None of these 
need to be passed in a dynamic scoped language, because they are implicitly visible in the called 
subprogram.  

Disadvantages of Dynamic Scoping:    

1. Inability to statically check for references to nonlocal variables. 

2. Dynamics scoping also makes program difficult to read because the calling sequence of 
subprograms must be known to determine the meaning of references to nonlocal variables. 
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3. There’s no way to protect local variables from being accessed to by subprograms because 
local variables of subprogram are all visible to all other executing subprograms, regardless of 
textual proximity. 

4. Accessing to nonlocal variables in dynamic scoping takes far longer than accesses to nonlocal 
variables when static scoping is used. 

Scope and Lifetime: 

Sometimes the scope and lifetime of a variable appear to be related. For example, consider a 
variable that is declared in a Java method that contains no method calls. The scope of such a 
variable is from its declaration to the end of the method. The lifetime of that variable is the 
period of time beginning when the method is entered and ending when execution of the method 
terminates.  

This apparent relationship between scope and lifetime does not hold in other situations. In C and 
C++, for example, a variable that is declared in a function using the specifier static is statically 
bound to the scope of that function and is also statically bound to storage. So, its scope is static 
and local to the function, but its lifetime extends over the entire execution of the program of 
which it is a part.  

Scope and lifetime are also unrelated when subprogram calls are involved. Consider the 
following C++ functions: 

void printheader()  

{ 
. . . 

} /* end of printheader */ 
void compute()  

{ 
int sum; 
. . . 
printheader(); 

} /* end of compute */ 

The scope of the variable sum is completely contained within the compute function. It does not 
extend to the body of the function printheader , although printheader  executes in the 

midst of the execution of compute . However, the lifetime of sum extends over the time during 

which printheader  executes. Whatever storage location sum is bound to before the call to 

printheader , that binding will continue during and after the execution of printheader . 
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Named Constants: 

A named constant is a variable that is bound to a value only once. Named constants are useful 
as aids to readability and program reliability. Readability can be improved, for example, by using 
the name pi instead of the constant 3.14159265. 

Another important use of named constants is to parameterize a program. For example, consider a 
program that processes a fixed number of data values, say 100. Such a program usually uses the 
constant 100 in a number of locations for declaring array subscript ranges and for loop control 
limits. Consider the following skeletal Java program segment: 

void example()  

{ 
int[] intList = new int[100]; 
String[] strList = new String[100]; 
. . . 
for (index = 0; index < 100; index++)  

{ 
. . . 

} 
. . . 
for (index = 0; index < 100; index++)  
{ 

. . . 
} 
. . . 
average = sum / 100; 
. . . 

} 

When this program must be modified to deal with a different number of data values, all 
occurrences of 100 must be found and changed. On a large program, this can be tedious and error 
prone. An easier and more reliable method is to use a named constant as a program parameter, as 
follows: 

void example()  

{ 
final int len = 100; 
int[] intList = new int[len]; 
String[] strList = new String[len]; 
. . . 
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for (index = 0; index < len; index++)  
{ 

. . . 
} 
. . . 
for (index = 0; index < len; index++)  

{ 
. . . 

} 
. . . 
average = sum / len; 
. . . 

} 

Now, when the length must be changed, only one line must be changed (the variable len), 
regardless of the number of times it is used in the program. This is another example of the 
benefits of abstraction. The name len is an abstraction for the number of elements in some arrays 
and the number of iterations in some loops. This illustrates how named constants can aid 
modifiability. 
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Procedure Activations 

Introduction to Procedure: 

It takes two forms: 

1. Function Procedure (Function) 

2. Proper Procedure (Procedure) 

Function Procedure: It extends built-in operators of a language. 

Proper Procedure: It extends built-in actions or statements.  

The main difference between function and procedure is that function procedure returns result and 
proper procedures do not. 

Procedure Calls: 

The use of procedures is referred to as a call of the procedure. Functions can be called from 
within the expression. For example, r * sin(angle) 

Proper procedures are treated as atomic statements. For example, read(ch); 

Syntax: <procedure-name> <parameters> 

Parameters in a call are referred to as actual parameters or actuals. In the above example angle 
and ch are the actual parameters. 

In Pascal no parentheses is required if there is no parameter. For example, 

begin while eoln do readln;  read(ch) end 

Elements of a Procedure: 

A procedure declaration has the following format: 

• Procedure Name 

• Procedure body consisting of local declarations and statement 

• Formal Parameters 

• Optional Result Type 

For example, in Pascal: 

function square (x : integer) : integer; 

begin 

 square := x * x 

end; 
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Pascal follows the unfortunate practice of indicating a return value by assigning to the function 
name. On the left side of an assignment statement, the function name is treated as a variable. 
When control leaves the function body, the value associated with the function name is returned 
as a result. 

However, C supports only functions and no procedure. Any function has the following format: 

<return type> <function name> <formal parameters> 

 <function body> 

For example, 

int square(int x) 

{ 

 return (x * x); 

} 

In place of procedures functions are used with type void. If the function does not contain return 
statement, the function is left after its last instruction is executed. 
Benefits of Procedures: 

• Abstraction 

• Implementation hiding 

• Modular programs 

• Libraries 
Abstraction: 
Users of a procedure only needs to know what a procedure does, not how the procedure works. 
For example, when a user calls a procedure sort by giving some data, the procedure sort sorts all 
the data elements. Here, the user does not know how the procedure sort works. 
Implementation Hiding: 
Algorithms isolated within procedures can later be modified by changing only the procedure, not 
rest of the program. 
Modular Programs: 
Procedures can be used to partition program into smaller pieces that can be understood in 
isolation. So, it allows us to manage larger programs than otherwise we could. 
Libraries: 
Standard collections of useful procedures are called as Libraries. For example, mathematical 
functions like sin and log. 
Recursion: Multiple Activations of a Procedure 
Each execution of a procedure body is called as an activation of the procedure. 
A procedure is recursive if it can be activated from within its own procedure body by calling 
itself. For example, Factorial function. 
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function f(n: integer): integer; 
begin 
 if n = 0 then f := 1 else f := n * f(n-1) 
end; 
Parameter-Passing Methods: 
Parameter passing refers to the matching of actual with formals when a procedure call occurs. 
Parameter passing can be done in following three ways: 

1. Call-by-value 
2. Call-by-reference 
3. Call-by-value-result 

Call-by-Value: 
Here formal parameter corresponds to the value of an actual parameter. i.e., Value of actual 
parameters are copied inside formal parameters. Here, changes made to the formal parameters 
are not reflected in actual parameters. 
For example, consider the following procedure(x, y) which changes the value of x and y. 
procedure swap(x, y : T); 
var z : T; 
begin 
 z := x; x := y; y := z; 
end 
A call swap (a,b) does nothing to a and b. Effect of call under call-by-value 
x := a;   [Pass the value of a to x] 
y := b;   [Pass the value of b to y] 
z := x; x := y; y:= z; [a and b are unchanged] 
This program does not change the value of a and b, although the value of x and y are indeed 
unchanged. 
Call-by-Reference: 
Under call-by-reference, a formal parameter becomes a synonym for the location of an actual 
parameter. So, changes made to the formal parameters are also reflected in actual parameters. 
Keyword var makes y a reference parameter in following Pascal Declaration: 
procedure P(x : Tx ; var y : Ty); . . . end; 
For example, consider the following procedure(x, y) which changes the value of x and y. 
procedure swap(var x : integer, var y : integer); 
var z : integer; 
begin 
 z := x;  x := y;  y:= z; 
end; 
Both x and y are reference parameters. So, a call swap(a, b) does the following: 
makes the location of x same as a and makes the location of y same as b 
z := x; 
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x := y; 
y := z; 
This program changes the value of a and b, as well as the value of x and y. 
The only parameter passing method in C is call-by-value, however the effect of call be reference 
can be achieved using pointers. The address-of operator(&) in C constructs a pointer to a 
variable. 
Call-by-value Result: 
It is also known as copy-in/copy-out because the actual are initially copied into formals and the 
formals are eventually copied back out to the actual. 

1. Copy-in Phase: Both the values and locations of the actual parameters are computed. The 
values are assigned to the corresponding formals, as in call-by-value and the locations are 
saved for copy-out phase. 

2. Copy-out phase: After the procedure body is executed, the final values of formals are 
copied back out to the locations computed in the copy-in phase. 

Binding Occurrence and Bound Occurrence: 
A binding occurrence of a name introduces a new sense in which a name is used; all other 
occurrences of a name are said to be bound occurrences. The term binding occurrence of a name 
covers constructs like formal parameters in addition to covering variable, procedure and other 
declarations. For example, 
procedure swap(var x, y : T); {binding occurrences of x and y} 
 var := z;   {binding occurrence of z} 
begin 
 z := x;    {bound occurrences of z and x} 

x := y;    {bound occurrences of x and y} 
y := z;    {bound occurrences of y and z} 

end 
Activation records: 
The storage associated with activation is known as activation record. In lexically scoped 
language, the three mappings or bindings are done at three different times: 

1. Compile time: The binding of name occurrences to declarations is defined in terms of 
source text. So, it is done during compile time. 

2. Activation Time: The binding of declarations to locations is done at activation time, when 
an activation is set up. 

3.  Run time: The binding of locations to values is done dynamically at run time. 
Control Flow between Activations: 
In a sequential language, control can be in at most one procedure at a time specifically, in one 
activation procedure at a time. When P calls Q, execution of P is put on hold when control flows 
to Q; execution of P resumes when control returns from Q. 
Control flows between procedure activations in a Last In First Out manner. If 
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P calls Q, and Q calls R, 
control returns 
from R back to Q and from Q back to P. 
In a recursive procedure P, if 
activation P1 sets up P2 and P2 sets up P3 
then control returns 
from P3 back to P2 and from P2 back to P1. 
Activation Trees: 
A program is a sequence of instructions combined into a number of procedures. Instructions in a 
procedure are executed sequentially. A procedure has a start and an end delimiter and everything 
inside it is called the body of the procedure. The procedure identifier and the sequence of finite 
instructions inside it make up the body of the procedure. 
The execution of a procedure is called its activation. An activation record contains all the 
necessary information required to call a procedure. An activation record may contain the 
following units (depending upon the source language used). 

Temporaries Stores temporary and intermediate values of an expression. 

Local Data Stores local data of the called procedure. 

Machine Status Stores machine status such as Registers, Program Counter etc., before 
the procedure is called. 

Control Link Stores the address of activation record of the caller procedure. 

Access Link Stores the information of data which is outside the local scope. 

Actual 
Parameters 

Stores actual parameters, i.e., parameters which are used to send input 
to the called procedure. 

Return Value Stores return values. 

Whenever a procedure is executed, its activation record is stored on the stack, also known as 
control stack. When a procedure calls another procedure, the execution of the caller is suspended 
until the called procedure finishes execution. At this time, the activation record of the called 
procedure is stored on the stack. 
We assume that the program control flows in a sequential manner and when a procedure is 
called, its control is transferred to the called procedure. When a called procedure is executed, it 
returns the control back to the caller. This type of control flow makes it easier to represent a 
series of activations in the form of a tree, known as the activation tree. 
To understand this concept, we take a piece of code as an example: 
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. . . 
printf(“Enter Your Name: “); 
scanf(“%s”, username); 
show_data(username); 
printf(“Press any key to continue…”); 
. . . 
int show_data(char *user) 
   { 
   printf(“Your name is %s”, username); 
   return 0; 
   } 
. . .  
Below is the activation tree of the code given. 

 

Now we understand that procedures are executed in depth-first manner, thus stack allocation is 
the best suitable form of storage for procedure activations. 
Storage Allocation: 
Runtime environment manages runtime memory requirements for the following entities: 

• Code : It is known as the text part of a program that does not change at runtime. Its 
memory requirements are known at the compile time. 
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• Procedures : Their text part is static but they are called in a random manner. That is why 
stack storage is used to manage procedure calls and activations. 

• Variables : Variables are known at the runtime only, unless they are global or constant. 
Heap memory allocation scheme is used for managing allocation and de-allocation of 
memory for variables in runtime. 

Static Allocation: 
In this allocation scheme, the compilation data is bound to a fixed location in the memory and it 
does not change when the program executes. As the memory requirement and storage locations 
are known in advance, runtime support package for memory allocation and de-allocation is not 
required. 
Stack Allocation: 
Procedure calls and their activations are managed by means of stack memory allocation. It works 
in last-in-first-out (LIFO) method and this allocation strategy is very useful for recursive 
procedure calls. 
Heap Allocation: 
Variables local to a procedure are allocated and de-allocated only at runtime. Heap allocation is 
used to dynamically allocate memory to the variables and claim it back when the variables are no 
more required. 
Except statically allocated memory area, both stack and heap memory can grow and shrink 
dynamically and unexpectedly. Therefore, they cannot be provided with a fixed amount of 
memory in the system. 
 

 

As shown in the image above, the text part of the code is allocated a fixed amount of memory. 
Stack and heap memory are arranged at the extremes of total memory allocated to the program. 
Both shrink and grow against each other. 
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Module-III 
Functional Programming 

 
Mathematical Functions: 
A mathematical function is a mapping of members of one set, called the domain set, to another 
set, called the range set. A function definition specifies the domain and range sets, either 
explicitly or implicitly, along with the mapping. The mapping is described by an expression or, 
in some cases, by a table. Functions are often applied to a particular element of the domain set, 
given as a parameter to the function. 
 
Function definitions are often written as a function name, followed by a list of parameters in 
parentheses, followed by the mapping expression. For example,  
 
cube(x) ≡ x * x * x, where x is a real number.  
 
In this definition, the domain and range sets are the real numbers. The symbol ≡ is used to mean 
“is defined as.” The parameter x can represent any member of the domain set, but it is fixed to 
represent one specific element during evaluation of the function expression. 
 
A lambda expression specifies the parameters and the mapping of a function. The lambda 
expression is the function itself, which is nameless. For example, consider the following lambda 
expression: 
λ(x)x * x * x 
 
Functional Forms: 
A higher-order function, or functional form, is one that either takes one or more functions as 
parameters or yields a function as its result, or both. One common kind of functional form is 
function composition, which has two functional parameters and yields a function whose value is 
the first actual parameter function applied to the result of the second. Function composition is 
written as an expression, using ° as an operator, as in 
 
b≡fog 
For example, if 
f(x) ≡ x + 2 
g(x) ≡ 3 * x 
then b is defined as 
b(x) ≡ f(g(x)), or b(x) ≡ (3*x) + 2 
 
Fundamentals of Functional Programming Languages: 
 
A purely functional programming language does not use variables or assignment statements, thus 
freeing the programmer from concerns related to the memory cells, or state, of the program. 
Without variables, iterative constructs are not possible, for they are controlled by variables. 
Repetition must be specified with recursion rather than with iteration. Programs are function 
definitions and function application specifications, and executions consist of evaluating function 
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applications. The execution of a function always produces the same result when given the same 
parameters. This feature is called referential transparency.  
A functional language provides a set of primitive functions, a set of functional forms to construct 
complex functions from those primitive functions, a function application operation, and some 
structure or structures for representing data. These structures are used to represent the parameters 
and values computed by functions. If a functional language is well designed, it requires only a 
relatively small number of primitive functions. 
 
The First Functional Programming Language: Lisp 
 

� The oldest and most widely used functional programming language is LISP. 
� It was developed by John McCarthy at MIT in 1959. 

 
Data Types and Structures: 
 
Two categories of data objects in Original Lisp: 1) atom 2) list 
List elements are pairs, where the first part is the data of the element, which is a pointer to either 
an atom or a nested list. The second part of a pair can be a pointer to an atom, a pointer to 
another element, or a special value, nil. Elements are linked together in lists with the second 
parts. Atoms and lists are not types. In fact, the original Lisp was a typeless language. Atoms are 
either symbols, in the form of identifiers, or numeric literals. 
Lists are specified in Lisp by delimiting their elements with parentheses. The elements of simple 
lists are restricted to atoms, as in  
(A B C D) 
Nested list structures are also specified by parentheses. For example, the list 
(A (B C) D (E (F G))) 
is a list of four elements. The first is the atom A; the second is the sublist (B C); the third is the 
atom D; the fourth is the sublist (E (F G)), which has as its second element the sublist (F G). 
In a Lisp implementation, a list is usually stored as linked list structure in which each node has 
two pointers, one to reference the data of the node and the other to form the linked list. A list is 
referenced by a pointer to its first element. 
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The First LISP Interpreter: 
 
The first requirement for the universal Lisp function was a notation that allowed functions to be 
expressed in the same way data was expressed. It was decided to invent conventions for function 
definitions and function calls that could also be expressed in list notation. Function calls were 
specified in a prefix list form originally called Cambridge Polish as in the following: 
 
(function_name parameter1 . . . parametern) 
 
For example, if + is a function that takes two or more numeric parameters, the following two 
expressions evaluate to 12 and 20, respectively: 
 
(+ 5 7) 
(+ 3 4 7 6) 
 
An Introduction to Scheme: 
 
It is relatively simple, it is popular in colleges and universities, and Scheme interpreters are 
readily available (and free) for a wide variety of computers. The version of Scheme described in 
this section is Scheme 4. Note that this section covers only a small part of Scheme, and it 
includes none of Scheme’s imperative features. 
 
Origin of Scheme: 
 
The Scheme language, which is a dialect of Lisp, was developed at MIT in the mid-1970s 
(Sussman and Steele, 1975). It is characterized by its small size, its exclusive use of static 
scoping, and its treatment of functions as first-class entities. As first-class entities, Scheme 
functions can be the values of expressions, elements of lists, passed as parameters, and returned 
from functions. Early versions of Lisp did not provide all of these capabilities. 
 
As an essentially typeless small language with simple syntax and semantics, Scheme is well 
suited to educational applications, such as courses in functional programming, and also to 
general introductions to programming. 
 
The Scheme Interpreter: 
 
A Scheme interpreter in interactive mode is an infinite read-evaluate-print loop (often 
abbreviated as REPL). It repeatedly reads an expression typed by the user (in the form of a list), 
interprets the expression, and displays the resulting value. This form of interpreter is also used by 
Ruby and Python. Expressions are interpreted by the function EVAL. Literals evaluate to 
themselves. So, if you type a number to the interpreter, it simply displays the number. 
Expressions that are calls to primitive functions are evaluated in the following way: First, each of 
the parameter expression is evaluated, in no particular order. Then, the primitive function is 
applied to the parameter values, and the resulting value is displayed.  
Of course, Scheme programs that are stored in files can be loaded and interpreted.  
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Comments in Scheme are any text following a semicolon on any line. 
 
Primitive Numeric Functions 
 
Scheme includes primitive functions for the basic arithmetic operations. These are +, −, *, and /, 
for add, subtract, multiply, and divide. * and + can have zero or more parameters. If * is given no 
parameters, it returns 1; if + is given no parameters, it returns 0. + adds all of its parameters 
together. * multiplies all its parameters together. / and − can have two or more parameters. In the 
case of subtraction, all but the first parameter are subtracted from the first. Division is similar to 
subtraction. Some examples are: 
Expression    Value 
42     42 
(* 3 7)    21 
(+ 5 7 8)   20 
( − 5 6)    −1 
( − 15 7 2)   6 
( − 24 (* 4 3))  12 
There are a large number of other numeric functions in Scheme, among them MODULO, 
ROUND, MAX, MIN, LOG, SIN, and SQRT. SQRT returns the square root of its numeric 
parameter, if the parameter’s value is not negative. If the parameter is negative, SQRT yields a 
complex number. 
In Scheme, note that we use uppercase letters for all reserved words and predefined functions. 
The official definition of the language specifies that there is no distinction between uppercase 
and lowercase in these. However, some implementations, for example DrRacket’s teaching 
languages, require lowercase for reserved words and predefined functions. 
 
Defining Functions: 
 
In Scheme, a nameless function actually includes the word LAMBDA, and is called a lambda 
expression. For example, 
 
(LAMBDA (x) (* x x)) 
 
is a nameless function that returns the square of its given numeric parameter. This function can 
be applied in the same way that named functions are: by placing it in the beginning of a list that 
contains the actual parameters. For example, the following expression yields 49: 
 
((LAMBDA (x) (* x x)) 7) 
 
In this expression, x is called a bound variable within the lambda expression. During the 
evaluation of this expression, x is bound to 7. A bound variable never changes in the expression 
after being bound to an actual parameter value at the time evaluation of the lambda expression 
begins. 
 
The Scheme special form function DEFINE serves two fundamental needs of Scheme 
programming: to bind a name to a value and to bind a name to a lambda expression. The form of 
DEFINE that binds a name to a value may make it appear that DEFINE can be used to create 
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imperative language-style variables. However, these name bindings create named values, not 
variables. 
DEFINE is called a special form because it is interpreted (by EVAL) in a different way than the 
normal primitives like the arithmetic functions, as we shall soon see. 
The simplest form of DEFINE is one used to bind a name to the value of 
an expression. This form is 
 
(DEFINE symbol expression) 
 
For example, 
 
(DEFINE pi 3.14159) 
(DEFINE two_pi (* 2 pi)) 
 
If these two expressions have been typed to the Scheme interpreter and then pi is typed, the 
number 3.14159 will be displayed; when two_pi is typed, 6.28318 will be displayed. In both 
cases, the displayed numbers may have more digits than are shown here. 
 
Names in Scheme can consist of letters, digits, and special characters except parentheses; they 
are case insensitive and must not begin with a digit. 
 
The second use of the DEFINE function is to bind a lambda expression to a name. In this case, 
the lambda expression is abbreviated by removing the word LAMBDA. To bind a name to a 
lambda expression, DEFINE takes two lists as parameters. The first parameter is the prototype of 
a function call, with the function name followed by the formal parameters, together in a list. The 
second list contains an expression to which the name is to be bound. The general form of such a 
DEFINE is 
 
(DEFINE (function_name parameters) 
(expression) 
)  
 
Of course, this form of DEFINE is the definition of a named function.  
The following example call to DEFINE binds the name square to a functional expression that 
takes one parameter: 
 
(DEFINE (square number) (* number number)) 
 
After the interpreter evaluates this function, it can be used, as in 
(square 5) 
 
which displays 25. 
 
Output Functions: 
Scheme includes a few simple output functions, but when used with the interactive interpreter, 
most output from Scheme programs is the normal output from the interpreter, displaying the 
results of applying EVAL to top-level functions. 
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Note that explicit input and output are not part of the pure functional programming model, 
because input operations change the program state and output operations have side effects. 
Neither of these can be part of a pure functional language.  
 
Numeric Predicate Functions: 
 
A predicate function is one that returns a Boolean value (some representation of either true or 
false). Scheme includes a collection of predicate functions for numeric data. Among them are the 
following: 

 
Function   Meaning 
=    Equal 
<>    Not equal 
>   Greater than 
<    Less than 
>=    Greater than or equal to 
<=    Less than or equal to 
EVEN?   Is it an even number? 
ODD?    Is it an odd number? 
ZERO?   Is it zero? 
 

Notice that the names for all predefined predicate functions that have words for names end with 
question marks. In Scheme, the two Boolean values are #T and #F (or #t and #f), although the 
Scheme predefined predicate functions return the empty list, (), for false. 
 
 
Control Flow: 
 
Scheme uses three different constructs for control flow: one similar to the selection construct of 
the imperative languages and two based on the evaluation control used in mathematical 
functions. 
The Scheme two-way selector function, named IF, has three parameters: a predicate expression, 
a then expression, and an else expression. A call to IF has the form 
 
(IF predicate then_expression else_expression) 
 
For example, 
 
(DEFINE (factorial n) 
(IF (<= n 1) 
1 
(* n (factorial (− n 1))) 
)) 
 
Following is an example of a simple function that uses COND: 
 
(DEFINE (leap? year) 
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(COND 
((ZERO? (MODULO year 400)) #T) 
((ZERO? (MODULO year 100)) #F) 
(ELSE (ZERO? (MODULO year 4))#T) 
)) 
 
List Functions: 
 
Following are some examples of the operations of CAR and CDR: 
 
(CAR '(A B C)) returns A 
(CAR '((A B) C D)) returns (A B) 
(CAR 'A) is an error because A is not a list 
(CAR '(A)) returns A 
(CAR '()) is an error 
(CDR '(A B C)) returns (B C) 
(CDR '((A B) C D)) returns (C D) 
(CDR 'A) is an error 
(CDR '(A)) returns () 
(CDR '()) is an error 
 
Predicate Functions for Symbolic Atoms and Lists: 
 
Scheme has three fundamental predicate functions, EQ?, NULL?, and LIST?, for symbolic atoms 
and lists.  
The EQ? function takes two expressions as parameters, although it is usually used with two 
symbolic atom parameters. It returns #T if both parameters have the same pointer value— that is, 
they point to the same atom or list; otherwise, it returns #F. If the two parameters are symbolic 
atoms, EQ? returns #T if they are the same symbols (because Scheme does not make duplicates 
of symbols); otherwise #F. Consider the following examples: 
 
(EQ? 'A 'A) returns #T 
(EQ? 'A 'B) returns #F 
(EQ? 'A '(A B)) returns #F 
 
The LIST? predicate function returns #T if its single argument is a list and #F otherwise, as in 
the following examples: 
 
(LIST? '(X Y)) returns #T 
(LIST? 'X) returns #F 
(LIST? '()) returns #T 
 
The NULL? function tests its parameter to determine whether it is the empty list and returns #T 
if it is. Consider the following examples: 
 
(NULL? '(A B)) returns #F 
(NULL? '()) returns #T 
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(NULL? 'A) returns #F 
(NULL? '(())) returns #F 
 
The last call yields #F because the parameter is not the empty list. Rather, it is a list containing a 
single element, the empty list. 
 
Tail Recursion in Scheme 
 
A function is tail recursive if its recursive call is the last operation in the function. 
  
(DEFINE (factorial n) 
(IF (<= n 1) 
1 
(* n (factorial (− n 1))) 
)) 
 
The last operation of this function is the multiplication. The function works by creating the list of 
numbers to be multiplied together and then doing the multiplications as the recursion unwinds to 
produce the result. Each of these numbers is created by an activation of the function and each is 
stored in an activation record instance. As the recursion unwinds the numbers are multiplied 
together. 
Functional Forms: 
This section describes two common mathematical functional forms that are provided by Scheme: 
composition and apply-to-all. 
Functional Composition: 
Functional composition is the only primitive functional form provided by the original Lisp. All 
subsequent Lisp dialects, including Scheme, also provide it. 
Function composition is a functional form that takes two functions as parameters and returns a 
function that first applies the second parameter function to its parameter and then applies the first 
parameter function to the return value of the second parameter function. In other words, the 
function h is the composition function of f and g if h(x) = f(g(x)).  
For example, consider the following example: 
 
(DEFINE (g x) (* 3 x)) 
(DEFINE (f x) (+ 2 x)) 
 
Now the functional composition of f and g can be written as follows: 
 
(DEFINE (h x) (+ 2 (* 3 x))) 
 
In Scheme, the functional composition function compose can be written as follows: 
 
(DEFINE (compose f g) (LAMBDA (x)(f (g x)))) 
 
For example, we could have the following: 
 
((compose CAR CDR) '((a b) c d)) 
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This call would yield c. This is an alternative, though less efficient, form of CADR. Now 
consider another call to compose: 
 
((compose CDR CAR) '((a b) c d)) 
 
This call would yield (b). This is an alternative to CDAR. 
As yet another example of the use of compose, consider the following: 
 
(DEFINE (third a_list) 
((compose CAR (compose CDR CDR)) a_list)) 
 
This is an alternative to CADDR. 
 
ML: 
 
ML (Milner et al., 1997) is a static-scoped functional programming language, like Scheme. 
However, it differs from Lisp and its dialects, including Scheme, in a number of significant 
ways. One important difference is that ML is a strongly typed language, whereas Scheme is 
essentially typeless. The type of every variable and expression can be statically determined. ML, 
like other functional programming languages, does not have variables in the sense of the 
imperative languages. It does have identifiers, which have the appearance of names of variables 
in imperative languages. However, these identifiers are best thought of as names for values. 
Once set, they cannot be changed. They are like the named constants of imperative languages 
like final declarations in Java. ML identifiers do not have fixed types—any identifier can be the 
name of a value of any type. 
 
A table called the evaluation environment stores the names of all implicitly and explicitly 
declared identifiers in a program, along with their types. This is like a run-time symbol table. 
When an identifier is declared, either implicitly or explicitly, it is placed in the evaluation 
environment.  
 
Another important difference between Scheme and ML is that ML uses a syntax that is more 
closely related to that of an imperative language than that of Lisp. For example, arithmetic 
expressions are written in ML using infix notation. 
 
Function declarations in ML appear in the general form  
 
fun function_name(formal parameters) = expression; 
 
When called, the value of the expression is returned by the function. Actually, the expression can 
be a list of expressions, separated by semicolons and surrounded by parentheses. The return 
value in this case is that of the last expression. Now we can discuss type inference. Consider the 
following ML function declaration: 
 
fun circumf(r) = 3.14159 * r * r; 
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This specifies a function named circumf that takes a floating-point (real in ML) parameter and 
produces a floating-point result. The types are inferred from the type of the literal in the 
expression.  
 
In ML, the default numeric type is int. So, it is inferred that the type of the parameter and the 
return value of square is int. If square were called with a floating-point value, as in 
 
square(2.75); 
 
it would cause an error, because ML does not coerce real values to int type. If we wanted square 
to accept real parameters, it could be rewritten as fun square(x) : real = x * x; Each of the 
following definitions is also legal: 
 
fun square(x : real) = x * x; 
fun square(x) = (x : real) * x; 
fun square(x) = x * (x : real); 
 
if expression then then_expression else else_expression 
 
The first expression must evaluate to a Boolean value. 
Multiple definitions of a function can be written using parameter pattern matching. The different 
function definitions that depend on the form of the parameter are separated by an OR symbol (|). 
For example, using pattern matching, the factorial function could be written as follows: 
 
fun fact(0) = 1 
| fact(1) = 1 
| fact(n : int): int = n * fact(n − 1); 
 
If fact is called with the actual parameter 0, the first definition is used; if the actual parameter is 
1, the second definition is used; if an int value that is neither 0 nor 1 is sent, the third definition 
is used. 
 
 
 
 

_________________ 
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Logic Programming Languages 
 
Brief Introduction to Predicate Calculus: 
A proposition can be thought of as a logical statement that may or may not be true. It consists of 
objects and the relationships among objects. Formal logic was developed to provide a method for 
describing propositions, with the goal of allowing those formally stated propositions to be 
checked for validity. 
Symbolic logic can be used for the three basic needs of formal logic: to express propositions, to 
express the relationships between propositions, and to describe how new propositions can be 
inferred from other propositions that are assumed to be true. 
The particular form of symbolic logic that is used for logic programming is called first-order 
predicate calculus (though it is a bit imprecise, we will usually refer to it as predicate calculus). 
In the following subsections, we present a brief look at predicate calculus. Our goal is to lay the 
groundwork for a discussion of logic programming and the logic programming language Prolog. 
 
Propositions: 
The objects in logic programming propositions are either constants or variables. A constant is a 
symbol that represents an object. A variable is a symbol that can represent different objects at 
different times. 
 
The simplest propositions, which are called atomic propositions, consist of compound terms. A 
compound term is one element of a mathematical relation, written in a form that has the 
appearance of mathematical function notation.  
 
A compound term is composed of two parts: a functor, which is the function symbol that names 
the relation, and an ordered list of parameters, which together represent an element of the 
relation. A compound term with a single parameter is a 1-tuple; one with two parameters is a 2-
tuple, and so forth. For example, we might have the two propositions 
 
man(jake) 
like(bob, steak) 
which state that {jake} is a 1-tuple in the relation named man, and that {bob, steak} is a 2-tuple 
in the relation named like. 
 
Propositions can be stated in two modes: one in which the proposition is defined to be true, and 
one in which the truth of the proposition is something that is to be determined. In other words, 
propositions either can be facts or queries. 
 
Compound propositions have two or more atomic propositions, which are connected by logical 
connectors, or operators, in the same way compound logic expressions are constructed in 
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imperative languages. The names, symbols, and meanings of the predicate calculus logical 
connectors are as follows: 
 

 
The following are the examples of compound propositions: 

 
 
Variables can appear in propositions but only when introduced by special symbols called 
quantifiers. Predicate calculus includes two quantifiers, as described below, where X is a variable 
and P is a proposition: 
 

Name Example Meaning 
universal ∀ X.P For all X, P is true 
existential ∃ X.P There exists a value of X such that P is true 

 
Clausal Form 
A proposition in clausal form has the following general syntax: 
B1 U B2 U . . . U Bn ⊂ A1 ∩ A2 ∩ . . . ∩ Am 

in which A’s and B’s are terms. The meaning of this clausal form proposition is as follows: If all 
of the A’s are true, then at least one B is true. The primary characteristics of clausal form 
propositions are the following: Existential quantifiers are not required; universal quantifiers are 
implicit in the use of variables in the atomic propositions; and no operators other than 
conjunction and disjunction are required. Also, conjunction and disjunction need appear only in 
the order shown in the general clausal form: disjunction on the left side and conjunction on the 
right side. 
 
The right side of a clausal form proposition is called the antecedent. The left side is called the 
consequent because it is the consequence of the truth of the antecedent. As examples of clausal 
form propositions, consider the following: 
 
likes (bob, trout) ⊂ likes (bob, fish) ∩ fish(trout) 
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The English version of the first of these states that if bob likes fish and a trout is a fish, then bob 
likes trout. 
 
Predicate Calculus and Proving Theorems: 
Predicate calculus provides a method of expressing collections of propositions. One use of 
collections of propositions is to determine whether any interesting or useful facts can be inferred 
from them. 
 
Resolution is an inference rule that allows inferred propositions to be computed from given 
propositions, thus providing a method with potential application to automatic theorem proving. 
Resolution was devised to be applied to propositions in clausal form. The concept of resolution is 
the following: Suppose there are two propositions with the forms 
 
P1	⊂ P2 

Q1 ⊂ Q2 

 
This process of determining useful values for variables is called unification. The temporary 
assigning of values to variables to allow unification is called instantiation. 
 
An overview of Logic Programming: 
Languages used for logic programming are called declarative languages, because programs 
written in them consist of declarations rather than assignments and control flow statements. 
These declarations are actually statements, or propositions, in symbolic logic. 
 
One of the essential characteristics of logic programming languages is their semantics, which is 
called declarative semantics. The basic concept of this semantics is that there is a simple way to 
determine the meaning of each statement, and it does not depend on how the statement might be 
used to solve a problem. Declarative semantics is considerably simpler than the semantics of the 
imperative languages. For example, the meaning of a given proposition in a logic programming 
language can be concisely determined from the statement itself. In an imperative language, the 
semantics of a simple assignment statement requires examination of local declarations, 
knowledge of the scoping rules of the language, and possibly even examination of programs in 
other files just to determine the types of the variables in the assignment statement. 
 
Programming in both imperative and functional languages is primarily procedural, which means 
that the programmer knows what is to be accomplished by a program and instructs the computer 
on exactly how the computation is to be done. In other words, the computer is treated as a simple 
device that obeys orders. Everything that is computed must have every detail of that computation 
spelled out. Some believe that this is the essence of the difficulty of programming using 
imperative and functional languages. 
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Programming in a logic programming language is nonprocedural. Programs in such languages do 
not state exactly how a result is to be computed but rather describe the form of the result. The 
difference is that we assume the computer system can somehow determine how the result is to be 
computed. What is needed to provide this capability for logic programming languages is a 
concise means of supplying the computer with both the relevant information and a method of 
inference for computing desired results. Predicate calculus supplies the basic form of 
communication to the computer, and resolution provides the inference technique. 
 
The Basic Elements of Prolog: 
 
Terms: 
A Prolog term is a constant, a variable, or a structure. A constant is either an atom or an integer. 
Atoms are the symbolic values of Prolog and are similar to their counterparts in LISP. In 
particular, an atom is either a string of letters, digits, and underscores that begins with a 
lowercase letter or a string of any printable ASCII characters delimited by apostrophes. 
 
A variable is any string of letters, digits, and underscores that begins with an uppercase letter or 
an underscore ( _ ). Variables are not bound to types by declarations. The binding of a value, and 
thus a type, to a variable is called an instantiation. Instantiation occurs only in the resolution 
process. A variable that has not been assigned a value is called uninstantiated. 
 
Structures represent the atomic propositions of predicate calculus, and their general form is the 
same: 
 
functor(parameter list) 

 
The functor is any atom and is used to identify the structure. The parameter list can be any list of 
atoms, variables, or other structures. 
 
Fact Statements: 
Logically, facts are simply propositions that are assumed to be true. 
The following examples illustrate the kinds of facts one can have in a Prolog program. Notice 
that every Prolog statement is terminated by a period. 
female(shelley). 
male(bill). 
female(mary). 
male(jake). 
father(bill, jake). 
father(bill, shelley). 
mother(mary, jake). 
mother(mary, shelley). 
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These simple structures state certain facts about jake, shelley, bill, and mary. For example, the 
first states that shelley is a female. The last four connect their two parameters with a relationship 
that is named in the functor atom; for example, the fifth proposition might be interpreted to mean 
that bill is the father of jake. 
 
Rule Statements: 
This form can be related to a known theorem in mathematics from which a conclusion can be 
drawn if the set of given conditions is satisfied. The right side is the antecedent, or if part, and the 
left side is the consequent, or then part. If the antecedent of a Prolog statement is true, then the 
consequent of the statement must also be true. 
 
Conjunctions contain multiple terms that are separated by logical AND operations. In Prolog, 
the AND operation is implied. The structures that specify atomic propositions in a conjunction 
are separated by commas, so one could consider the commas to be AND operators. As an 
example of a conjunction, consider the following: 
 
female(shelley), child(shelley) 
 

The general form of the Prolog headed Horn clause statement is 
 
consequence :- antecedent_expression. 
 

It is read as follows: “consequence can be concluded if the antecedent expression is true or can 

be made to be true by some instantiation of its variables.” 

For example, 
 
ancestor(mary, shelley) :- mother(mary, shelley). 
 
states that if mary is the mother of shelley, then mary is an ancestor of shelley. Headed Horn 
clauses are called rules, because they state rules of implication between propositions. 
As with clausal form propositions in predicate calculus, Prolog statements can use variables to 
generalize their meaning. Recall that variables in clausal form provide a kind of implied 
universal quantifier. The following demonstrates the use of variables in Prolog statements: 
 
parent(X, Y) :- mother(X, Y). 
parent(X, Y) :- father(X, Y). 
grandparent(X, Z) :- parent(X, Y) , parent(Y, Z). 

 
These statements give rules of implication among some variables, or universal objects. In this 
case, the universal objects are X, Y, and Z. The first rule states that if there are instantiations of 
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X and Y such that mother(X, Y) is true, then for those same instantiations of X and Y, parent(X, 
Y) is true. 
 
The Inferencing Process of Prolog: 
Queries are called goals. When a goal is a compound proposition, each of the facts (structures) is 
called a subgoal. To prove that a goal is true, the inferencing process must find a chain of 
inference rules and/or facts in the database that connect the goal to one or more facts in the 
database. For example, if Q is the goal, then either Q must be found as a fact in the database or 
the inferencing process must find a fact P1 and a sequence of propositions P2, P3, c, Pn such 
that 
 
P2 :- P1 

P3 :- P2 

. . . 

Q :- Pn 

 

Simple Arithmetic: 
Prolog now allows a more abbreviated syntax for arithmetic with the is operator. This operator 
takes an arithmetic expression as its right operand and a variable as its left operand. All variables 
in the expression must already be instantiated, but the left-side variable cannot be previously 
instantiated. For example, in 
A is B / 17 + C. 
if B and C are instantiated but A is not, then this clause will cause A to be instantiated with the 
value of the expression. When this happens, the clause is satisfied. If either B or C is not 
instantiated or A is instantiated, the clause is not satisfied and no instantiation of A can take 
place. The semantics of an is proposition is considerably different from that of an assignment 
statement in an imperative language. This difference can lead to an interesting scenario. 
Because the is operator makes the clause in which it appears look like an assignment statement, a 
beginning Prolog programmer may be tempted to write a statement such as 
Sum is Sum + Number. 
which is never useful, or even legal, in Prolog. If Sum is not instantiated, the reference to it in the 
right side is undefined and the clause fails. If Sum is already instantiated, the clause fails, 
because the left operand cannot have a current instantiation when is is evaluated. In either case, 
the instantiation of Sum to the new value will not take place. (If the value of Sum + Number is 
required, it can be bound to some new name.) 
 
List Structures: 
Prolog uses the syntax of ML and Haskell to specify lists. The list elements are separated by 
commas, and the entire list is delimited by square brackets,as in 
[apple, prune, grape, kumquat] 
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The notation [] is used to denote the empty list. Instead of having explicit functions for 
constructing and dismantling lists, Prolog simply uses a special notation. [X | Y] denotes a list 
with head X and tail Y, where head and tail 
correspond to CAR and CDR in LISP. This is similar to the notation used in ML and Haskell. 
A list can be created with a simple structure, as in 
 
new_list([apple, prune, grape, kumquat]). 

 
which states that the constant list [apple, prune, grape, kumquat] is a new element of the relation 
named new_list (a name we just made up). This statement does not bind the list to a variable 
named new_list; rather, it does the kind of thing that the proposition 
 
male(jake) 

 
does. That is, it states that [apple, prune, grape, kumquat] is a new element of new_list. 
Therefore, we could have a second proposition with a list argument, such as 
 
new_list([apricot, peach, pear]) 
 

In query mode, one of the elements of new_list can be dismantled into head and tail with 
 
new_list([New_List_Head | New_List_Tail] 
 

Applications of Logic Programming: 
 
Relational Database Management Systems: 
Relational database management systems (RDBMSs) store data in the form of tables. Queries on 
such databases are often stated in Structured Query Language (SQL). SQL is nonprocedural in 
the same sense that logic programming is nonprocedural. The user does not describe how to 
retrieve the answer; rather, he or she describes only the characteristics of the answer. The 
connection between logic programming and RDBMSs should be obvious. Simple tables of 
information can be described by Prolog structures, and relationships between tables can be 
conveniently and easily described by Prolog rules. The retrieval process is inherent in the 
resolution operation. The goal statements of Prolog provide the queries for the RDBMS. Logic 
programming is thus a natural match to the needs of implementing an RDBMS. 
 
Expert Systems: 
Expert systems are computer systems designed to emulate human expertise in some particular 
domain. They consist of a database of facts, an inferencing process, some heuristics about the 
domain, and some friendly human interface that makes the system appear much like an expert 
human consultant. In addition to their initial knowledge base, which is provided by a human 
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expert, expert systems learn from the process of being used, so their databases must be capable 
of growing dynamically. Also, an expert system should include the capability of interrogating the 
user to get additional information when it determines that such information is needed. 
 
Natural-Language Processing: 
Certain kinds of natural-language processing can be done with logic programming. In particular, 
natural-language interfaces to computer software systems, such as intelligent databases and other 
intelligent knowledge-based systems can be conveniently done with logic programming.  


